
MATI505-05 22F Quiz 3 Print Name (Last, First) 
Show all work, including mental steps, in a clearly organized way that spcaks for itself. Use proper mathematical 

notation, identifying expressions by their proper symbols (introducing them if necesary), and use EQUAL 
SIGNS and arows when appropriate. Always SIMPLIFY cxpressions. BOX final short answers. LABEL parts of 
problem. Kecp answers EXACT (but give decimal approximations for interpretation). INDICATE where 

technology is uscd and what type (Maple, GC. 

Find the volume of a fiustrum of a right circular cone with height h, lower basc R, and top radius r. by following 

the steps. 
a) Consider the vertical plane cross-section through its axis of symmetry as shown in the right figure and label the 

two cndpoints of the line representing the slanted side face of the solid by their coordinates bascd on the 

dimensions shown in the figure to the left. 
b)Write an equation for the line containing these two points and solve for x as a function ofy. 
c) Sct up an integral formula in simplificd form for the volume of revolution corresponding to revolving this 

figure about the y-axis 
d) Evaluate this integral by hand step by step and simplify the resulting formula. 
e) Does this agree with the formula you can casily find on the internet? 
)Enter the integral in Maple and evaluate it, then "Simplify" it. Does this agree with your answer? 
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b) slope: m= 2 o y-omx-R) = -h -R 4h 

R- Rry x= R-- | nR-R-y =x 

V= Alay = TX() *dy = (GR-(e-r)) *dy e) h 

h2- 2hR(l-r)y + R-r) ?y2] dySimplified inkegral, enlern uape 

(hRy - hR(R)Y? + -)2y/»)1 

(h3R- h3R(er) + -3h3/s) = th(KR Rr+ 7kr+) 

Th (R2 Er+ r2) e) yes agres wth nlemet and Maplee 
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